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Abstract. We propose a formal framework for the specification and validation of

security policies. To model a secured system, the evolution of security informa-

tion in the system is described by transitions triggered by authorization requests

and the policy is given by a set of rules describing the way the corresponding de-

cisions are taken. Policy rules are constrained rewrite rules whose constraints are

first-order formulas on finite domains, which provides enhanced expressive power

compared to classical security policy specification approaches like the ones us-

ing Datalog, for example. Our specifications have an operational semantics based

on transition and rewriting systems and are thus executable. This framework also

provides a common formalism to define, compare and compose security systems

and policies. We define transformations over secured systems in order to perform

validation of classical security properties.

1 Introduction

When addressing the field of security policies in computer science, we are faced

to multiple definitions of this concept, most often based on their purpose rather

than on their behavior. For instance, in a very generic way, one can say that the

purpose of a security policy is to define what it means to be secure for a system,

an organization or another entity. With this point of view, security policies can

be seen as special procedures that deliver authorizations to perform specific ac-

tions: for instance, they decide whether or not an access is granted, whether or

not a transaction may be approved, possibly taking into account the history of

transactions (e.g., on a bank account, the total amount of cash withdrawal during

the month should not exceed a fixed amount), or priority considerations (e.g., an

emergency call is always given priority).

The additional specificity of security policies is their reactive behaviour with

respect to their execution environment: on one hand, a target system may query

the policy for an authorization before performing specific accesses or transac-

tions; on the other hand, the answers of the policy not only determine the way

the corresponding action is handled in the system but can also modify the (se-

curity) information of the system and consequently subsequent executions. For

example, a negative authorization from an ATM machine security policy due to



an incorrect PIN not only prevents immediate money withdrawal but can also

induce a (bad PIN) counter incrementation and lead to a permanent blocking of

the corresponding account after a certain number of unsuccessful attempts. So,

the security information could be seen as part of the target system but it is also

intrinsic to the corresponding policy whose decisions strongly depend on it.

Our first contribution is to provide a framework which can be used to for-

malise separately the security system that manipulates all the security informa-

tion used for producing the authorization decisions and the policy rules that com-

pute the decisions. This separation is relevant not only for a conceptually clear

specification and design, but also for the verification, comparison and compo-

sition of policies. In particular, this allows one to analyse separately properties

related to the management of the security information (expressed as invariants

of the security system) and properties related to the policy rules (consistency or

completeness for example). A security system is formalised as a transition sys-

tem whose states are generated by syntactic environments, and whose transitions

are described by transition rules on environments. Each transition is triggered by

an event which corresponds to an authorization given by the security policy. The

policy is given as a set of rules describing the way the decisions are taken. Pol-

icy rules are constrained rewrite rules, whose constraints are first-order formulas

solved in the current state of the transition system. According to the authoriza-

tion, the transition rule may or may not apply. So, conceptually, the security pol-

icy restricts the possible transitions of the security system. Such specifications

of security systems and policies have a well-understood operational semantics

based on transition and rewriting systems and are thus executable.

Our second contribution is a transformation based approach which can be

used to check generic security properties for security systems which have been

independently designed. A security policy is often expected to fulfill a certain se-

curity property expressed on some entities, while it is dealing with a different set

of entities. A typical example is given by access control policies designed for en-

suring flow properties: such policies do not deal with information flow but only

with objects containing information to be traced. Indeed, access control policies

allow to grant or to revoke the rights for actives entities (the subjects) to access

some passive entities (the objects), but cannot always control how the informa-

tion is used once it has been accessed (there is no control on its propagation).

Intuitively, a link is needed between “what you do” (the policy) and “what you

want” (the goal for which the policy is designed). We formalize this link through

a transformation of environments, whose aim is to translate an environment into

another one dealing with the entities we are interested in. We can use, for exam-

ple, such a link to define a flow-based interpretation of access control policies.

This kind of transformations allow thus the validation of a property over a sys-



tem even if the property is expressed in a different specification. In practice, this

approach provides a way to reuse the same specification of a security property

in order to analyse or to verify several policies and systems, thus showing the

benefits of a library of generic security properties, dedicated to particular do-

mains (like information flows) and that can be considered in several contexts.

For example, it becomes possible to check the same information flow property

expressed by a specification for several access control policies.

We first introduce some useful notions and notations in Section 2. Section 3

presents the different components of our specification framework: security sig-

natures, environments, transition rules as well as security systems, policy rules,

and secured systems. Section 4 addresses the validation point of view by defining

environment transformations and illustrating the verification of security proper-

ties. In Section 5, we compare our approach with other works. Conclusion and

future work are presented in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

We assume the reader familiar with the standard notions of term rewriting, first

order logic and Datalog. This section briefly recalls basic notions used in this pa-

per; more details can be found in [16] for logic considerations, in [2] for rewriting

considerations and in [24] for Datalog related notions.

A many-sorted signature Σ = (S,F ,P) is given by a set of sorts S, a set

of function symbols F and a set of predicate symbols P . A function symbol f

with arity s1, . . . , sn ∈ S and co-arity s is written f :s1, . . . , sn 7→ s. A pred-

icate symbol p with arity s1, . . . , sn ∈ S is written p:s1, . . . , sn. Variables are

also sorted and the notation x:s specifies that the variable x has sort s. We as-

sume in this paper that all variables are ranging over finite sets. This condition

can be relaxed under some conditions [24], especially for allowing built-in sorts

such as integers. Given a set ζ extending a set of variables X (possibly empty)

with constants sorted by S, the set of Σ-terms over ζ denoted by T s

Σ,ζ is the

smallest set containing elements of ζ of sort s and all the f(t1, . . . , tn) such that

f :s1, . . . , sn 7→ s ∈ Σ and ti ∈ T
si

Σ,ζ for i ∈ [1..n]. We write T s

Σ instead of

T s

Σ,∅ and the sort is omitted when not important in the context. We also consider

a partial ordering < on the set S of sorts of a signature Σ and we write s1 < s2

if T s1

Σ,ζ ⊆ T
s2

Σ,ζ . Pos(t) denotes the set of positions of a term t, t|ω denotes the

subterm of t at position ω, and t [u]ω the term t with the subterm at position ω

replaced by u. The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted by Var(t).
If Var(t) is empty, t is called a ground term. All the following definitions are

given w.r.t. to a set ζ whose subset of variables is denoted by X . A substitution

is a mapping from X to TΣ,ζ which is the identity except over a finite set of



variables called domain of σ and denoted by Dom(σ). σ naturally extends to an

endomorphism of TΣ,ζ . If any variable in the domain is mapped to a ground term

then, the corresponding substitution is called ground. A Σ-atom is of the form

p(t1, . . . , tn) or t1 = t2 with p ∈ P and t1, . . . , tn ∈ TΣ,ζ . A Σ-literal is either

a Σ-atom or a negated (with ¬) Σ-atom and the set of Σ-formulae built out of

Σ-literals is denoted by ForΣ,ζ . The set of free variables of a formula φ (i.e.

variables not in the scope of a quantifier) is denoted by FVar(φ). A logical rule

over Σ, denoted by a ← l1 ∧ . . . ∧ ln, consists of a conjunction of Σ-literals li
called the body and a Σ-atom a called the goal.

A constrained rewrite rule over a signature Σ is a 3-tuple (l, ϕ, r) ∈ TΣ,X ×

ForΣ,X × TΣ,X , denoted by l
ϕ
−→ r, such that Var(r) ⊆ Var(l) ∪ FVar(ϕ). A

constrained term rewrite system (CTRS) R is a set of constrained rewrite rules.

We say that t ∈ TΣ rewrites into a term t′ ∈ TΣ with respect toR and aΣ-theory

ϑ, which is denoted by t →ϑ
R t′ iff there exist a position p ∈ Pos(t), a rewrite

rule l
ϕ
−→ r ∈ R, and a ground substitution σ withDom(σ) = Var(l)∪FVar(ϕ)

such that ϑ |= {t|p = σ(l) ; t′ = t [σ(r)]p ; σ(ϕ)}.

3 Secured systems

A security policy responds to the authorization requests of a system according to

a certain number of rules and to the configuration of the system at the moment of

the request. We consider thus that a system constrained by a security policy con-

sists of two parts: on one hand, the set of rules describing the way the decisions

are taken and on the other hand, the information used by the rules and the way

these evolve in the system. We call the former the policy rules and the latter the

security system. In our framework all objects manipulated by the security system

and the policy rules are described as first order terms over a common signature

called the security signature. We define the security system using transition rules

and the policy rules as a constrained rewrite system.

3.1 Security signature

A transition of the security system is triggered when an authorization request

occurs and the result of the respective transition depends on the corresponding

decision. We thus call events the pairs consisting of an authorization request and

the associated decision and the security signature always defines the sortsQuery
and Decision corresponding to the sorts of the first and respectively second el-

ement of such a pair.

Definition 1. A security signature is a signature ΣSys ∪ ΣEv such that ΣEv

contains two sorts Query and Decision with Decision < Query and a set of

function symbols whose co-arity belongs to SEv.



Example 1. Along the lines of this paper, we consider an access control system

on which we define a confidentiality policy (which can be viewed as a variant of

the mandatory part of the Bell and LaPadula policy [6]). This policy constrains

accesses done by subjects (S) over objects (O) according to access modes (A) by

considering levels of security belonging to a finite lattice (L,�) associated with

subjects and objects. Hence, we introduce the security signature ΣSys ∪ΣEv as

follows. First, ΣSys = (SSys,FSys,PSys) consists of SSys = {S,O,A,L} and

PSys =















� :L,L
m:S,O,A
sudo:S
redlist, blacklist:S















FSys =















read: 7→ A , fs: S 7→L
write: 7→ A , fo: O 7→L
erase: 7→ A , root: 7→S
topSecret: 7→ L















The functions fs and fo describe security levels associated with subjects and

objects; root (resp. topSecret) is a particular subject (resp. security level). The

predicatem describes current accesses over objects by subjects:m(s, o, a) means

that the subject s performs an access of type a over an object o. The predicate

sudo describes “sudoers”, i.e. users with root privileges. redlist and blacklist

respectively indicate if a subject has requested one or more successive denied

accesses. The signature ΣEv is based on the following function symbols:

FEv =

{

ask:S,O,A 7→ Query, release:S,O,A 7→ Query,
deny: 7→ Decision, permit: 7→ Decision

}

ask(s, o, a) (resp. release(s, o, a)) means that the subject s asks to get (resp. to

release) an access over an object o according to the access mode a.

3.2 Environments and transition rules

A security system is a transition system that describes the way security informa-

tion evolve. The states of the system are defined intensionally by a set of kernel

information (that can be modified by the transition rules of the system) and an

immutable set of closure rules used to compute the complete security informa-

tion. The result of such a computation represents the extensional description of

the corresponding state.

Definition 2. An environment η over a signature Σ = 〈S,F ,P〉 consists of:

(i) a domain: a finite set | η | of sorted constants which contains all the constants

of Σ;

(ii) a base of facts: a finite set Bη of atoms of the form p(t1, . . . , tn) with p ∈ P ,

n > 0 and t1, . . . , tn ∈ | η |.
(iii) a base of equalities: a finite set Eη of equalities of the form f(t1, . . . , tn) = t

with f ∈ F , n > 0 and t1, . . . , tn, t ∈ | η | which does not contain two

equalities with the same left-hand side;

(iv) closure rules: a setRη of safe and stratified logical rules over Σ.



Safety and stratification of logical rules are well-known notions [24] im-

posing that (i) any variable occurring in a rule has a bounded domain and (ii)
negations wrapped inside recursion are forbidden.

The base of equalities gives the interpretation into the domain of the envi-

ronment for any term of the signature. We denote by t↓η the interpretation of the

term t in | η |, i.e. f(t1, . . . , tn)↓η= u iff f(u1, . . . , un) = u ∈ Eη and ui = ti↓η
for all i ∈ [1, n]. If t = t↓η we say that t is η-normalized.

Example 2. If we consider the security signatureΣ introduced in Example 1, we

can define the environment η as follows. The domain | η | contains the constants

Alice and Charlie of sort S, the constant PwdFile of sort O, and the constants

Secret, L1, L2, Public, of sort L. The base of facts Bη (partially) defines the

partial order � and states that Charlie is a sudoer:

Bη =

{

L1 � Secret, L2 � Secret, Public � L1, Public � L2,

Secret � topSecret, sudo(Charlie)

}

The base of equalities Eη provides a definition for the security levels associated

with the subjects defined in the domain:

Eη =

{

fs(root) = topSecret, fs(Alice) = L2, fs(Charlie) = Public,

fo(PwdFile) = Secret,

}

The set of closure rules completes the definition of �:

Rη =
{

x � x← ; x � z← x � y ∧ y � z
}

Due to the restrictions imposed on the domain and on the formulas, we have:

Proposition 1. For any environment η over Σ, there exists a unique and com-

putable least fixpoint of the logic program consisting of Bη, Eη and Rη. This

fixpoint is denoted by JηK and is called the semantics of η.

Since | η | is finite, the validity of any first-order formula in JηK is decidable.

The transition rules of a security system describe the evolution of environ-

ments. Several approaches like, for example, action languages [13] or updating

rules [1], have been already used for the specification of logical models change.

We follow in this paper the main ideas of the latter approach.

Definition 3. An update u over Σ = (S,F ,P) is a logical rule (goal← body)

of one of the following form:

(i) p(x1, . . . , xn) ← ϕ or

(ii) ¬p(x1, . . . , xn) ← ϕ or

(iii) f(x1, . . . , xn) = y ← ϕ ∧ y = t

where xi and y are variables, p ∈ P, f ∈ F and ϕ is a formula. u is applicable

iff (in the case (iii)) Var(t) ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn}. In this case, the application of u

over the environment η is the environment η′ = η ⊕ u such that:



case (i) Bη′ = Bη ∪
(

⋃

JηK|=µ(ϕ) p(µ(x1), . . . , µ(xn))
)

case (ii) Bη′ = Bη \
(

⋃

JηK|=µ(ϕ) p(µ(x1), . . . , µ(xn))
)

case (iii) Eη′ = Eη \ {f(µ(x1), . . . , µ(xn)) = t′ ∈ η | JηK |= µ(ϕ ∧ y = t)}
∪ {f(µ(x1), . . . , µ(xn)) = µ(y) | JηK |= µ(ϕ ∧ y = t)}

where µ are maps from {x1, . . . , xn, y} to | η |.
The result of applying a sequence of updates U = (u1, . . . , un) over η is the

environment η ⊕ U = (. . . (e⊕ u1)⊕ u2) . . .)⊕ un).

Applying an (applicable) update over an environment consists thus in adding

(or removing) the fact or changing the equality corresponding to its goal for any

substitution making its body true in the environment.

The transitions of the security system describing the evolution of the states

are sequences of updates labelled by the events that trigger them:

Definition 4. AΣ-transition rule is a pair of terms event ∈ T Query
Σ,X ×T Decision

Σ,X

whose subterms are constants or variables of ΣSys together with a sequence

of updates U over Σ such that σ(U)4 is applicable for any ground substitu-

tion σ of domain Var(event). A transition rule is usually written (event) : U .

For any transition rule r = (event) : U , η
evt
−→r η

′ iff evt = σ(event) and

η′ = η⊕ σ(U). Moreover, for any set of rules δ, η
evt
−−→δη

′ iff there is a rule r ∈ δ

such that η
evt
−−→rη

′.

Example 3. If we consider the security signature Σ introduced in Example 1,

we can define the following set δ of

(i) (ask(s, o, a), permit) :







m(s, o, a)←
¬redlist(s)←
¬blacklist(s)←

(ii) (ask(s, o, a), deny) :







blacklist(s)← redlist(s)
¬m(s, o′, a′)← blacklist(s) ∧m(s, o′, a′)
redlist(s)←

(iii) (release(s, o, a), permit) :
{

¬m(s, o, a)←
The rules (i) and (iii) indicate that when an access request is permitted, the

corresponding fact is added and when the respective access is released, the fact

is removed. The rule (ii) expresses that a subject is registered on a red-list when

it attempts a denied access and that it is black-listed when it attempts twice in a

row. When it is black-listed, all its current accesses are removed.

The expressive power of the formalism goes well beyond the updates of Ex-

ample 3. For instance, if we consider a predicate delegate, the following rule

4 For any substitution σ, σ(U) is the update sequence obtained by replacing in the goal and body

of all its updates any x ∈ Dom(σ) by σ(x).



indicates how user s can give his rights to user s′; if s is root then s′ becomes a

sudoer unless it had been red- or black-listed:

(delegate(s, s′), permit) :

{

fs(s
′) = l← l = fs(s)

sudo(s′)← s = root ∧ ¬redlist(s′) ∧ ¬blacklist(s′)
Provided the rules events are not unifiable, we get:

Proposition 2. For any set δ of disjoint transition rules (i.e such that rules

events do not overlap), the relation→δ is deterministic.

3.3 Security systems, policy rules and secured systems

A security system is defined by a set of transition rules and an initial environ-

ment.

Definition 5. Given a security signature Σ = ΣSys ∪ΣEv, a security system,

is the labelled transition system S whose states are environments over ΣSys,

with an initial state ηinit and whose transitions are η
evt
−→δ η

′ for some evt ∈
T Query

Σ,| η | × T
Decision

Σ,| η | .

Example 4. The security system S over the security signature Σ defined in Ex-

ample 1 consists of the initial environment η defined in Example 2 and the set δ

of transition rules defined in Example 3.

Definition 6. A set of policy rules over a security signature Σ = ΣSys ∪ ΣEv

is an ordered constrained term rewrite system ℜ over Σ with all the rules of the

form l
ϕ
−→r with l, r terms sorted by sorts in SEv and ϕ a ΣSys-formula.

We write q →η
ℜ d when q is rewritten in one step w.r.t. the policy rules ℜ and

the environment η into d and we write q
∗
−→η

ℜ d for multiple-step rewriting.

Example 5. The following ordered CTRS






















































ask(s, o, a)
blacklist(s)
−−−−−−−→ deny

ask(s, o, a)
sudo(s) ∧ s 6=root
−−−−−−−−−−→ ask(root, o, a)

ask(s, o, read)
fo(o)�fs(s) ∧ (∀o′.m(s,o′,write)⇒fo(o)�fo(o′))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ permit

ask(s, o, write)
∀o′.m(s,o′,read)⇒fo(o′)�fo(o)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ permit

ask(s, o, erase)
fo(o)�fs(s)
−−−−−−−→ permit

ask(s, o, a) −→ deny

release(s, o, a) −→ permit























































defines a policy specifying that:

• a black-listed subject is denied any access;

• a sudoer has the same access rights as root;



• a subject can read an object whose level of security is smaller than its level

of security if it is not writing an object of a lower security level;

• a subject can write an object if it is not reading an object of a higher level;

• a subject can erase an object whose security level is smaller than its level;

• a subject can release any of its accesses;

• in all other cases, the request is denied.

Notice that since the rules are ordered, the constraints do not need to impose

explicitly the negation of the constraints of previous overlapping rules and, in

particular, no constraint is needed for the “default” rules.

Definition 7. A set of policy rules ℜ over a security signature Σ = ΣSys ∪
ΣEv is η-consistent (resp. η-complete) for an environment η over ΣSys iff for

any query q ∈ T Query
Σ,| η | , there exists at most (resp. at least) one decision d ∈

T Decision
Σ,| η | such that q

∗
−→η

ℜ d.

These properties can be proved for a large class of policy rules.

Proposition 3. A set ℜ of policy rules is η-consistent if (1) for each rule, its

left-hand side contains only one occurrence of each variable and its constraint

does not involve terms of sort Query; (2) for any two rules l
ϕ
−→ r and l′

ϕ′

−→ r′

there exists no position ω and no substitution σ such that JηK |= {σ(l|ω) =
σ(l′) ∧ σ(ϕ) ∧ σ(ϕ′)}.

Proof. The proof is obtained by adapting the proof for orthogonal TRS [2].

Proposition 4. A set ℜ of policy rules over a security signature Σ = ΣSys ∪

ΣEv is η-complete if (1) the reduction
∗
−→ η

ℜ terminates, (2) for any symbol

f :s1, . . . , sn 7→ s ∈ FEv with s > Decision there exists a default rule for f , i.e.

a rule containing no constraint and whose left-hand side is a term f(x1, . . . , xn)
with xi ∈ X , (3) each rule ofℜ is sort-preserving or sort-decreasing (i.e. the sort

of its left-hand side is equal or greater than the sort of its right-hand side).

Proof. We prove that q ∈ T Query
Σ,| η | has a normal form of sort Decision by induc-

tion on the well-founded rewrite relation induced by ℜ. If q is of sort Decision
then its normal form is necessarily of the same sort by (3). If not, then q is

reducible by ℜ (because of the default rule) into a ground term q′ which, by

induction hypothesis, has a normal form of sort Decision.

The classical methods for proving termination of TRS can be adapted for

CTRS. For example, the policy rules introduced in Example 5 can be shown

terminating using an obvious polynomial interpretation [2] connected to the

corresponding constraints. There is also a default rule for each symbol of sort



Query and the rules are sort-preserving or sort-decreasing. Consequently, the

corresponding normal forms are clearly in this case permit or deny. The policy

rules obviously satisfy condition (1) of Proposition 3 and, because of the order,

condition (2) as well. The policy rules of Example 5 are thus η-complete and

η-consistent for any environment η.

Definition 8. Given a security signature Σ = ΣSys ∪ΣEv, a security system S

over Σ and a set ℜ of policy rules over Σ η-complete and η-consistent for any

environment η over ΣSys, a secured system is the labelled transition system ℘

whose states are environments over ΣSys, whose initial state is the initial state

of S and whose transitions are η
〈q,d〉
−−−→℘η

′ for some 〈q, d〉 ∈ T Query
Σ,| η | ×T

Decision
Σ,| η |

such that η
〈q,d〉
−→δ η

′ and q
∗
−→η

ℜ d.

Since the set of security rules of a secured system is η-complete and η-

consistent for any environment η, the corresponding relation is computable. More-

over, the underlying relation of the security system is computable by construction

and thus, so is the underlying relation of the corresponding secured system.

Proposition 5. The relation −→℘ is computable for any secured system ℘.

4 Checking security properties

In this section we propose a methodology based on environment transformations

for the validation of security properties enforced by a policy over a system. This

is particularly relevant when the security property is expressed on some entities

like, for instance, when considering information flow properties, while the pol-

icy is an access control policy that can only manipulate objects containing the

information to be traced. To solve this problem, we introduce a transformation

whose aim is to translate an environment into another one dealing with the enti-

ties we are interested in. Such a transformation is defined below by a signature

morphism that allows the translation of the domain and of the base of equalities

and by a set of transformation rules on the base of facts.

Definition 9. A signature morphism θ from (S1,F1,P1) to (S2,F2,P2) is a

pair (θS , θF ) such that θS :S1 → S2 and θF :F1 → F2 are (partial or total) func-

tions such that ∀f :s1, . . . , sn 7→ s ∈ Dom(θF ) where s1, . . . , sn, s ∈ Dom(θS),
θF (f):θS(s1), . . . , θS(sn) 7→ θS(s) ∈ F2. We extend θ to a morphism θ̂ (which

is simply denoted by θ) over terms as follows:

• ∀x:s ∈ X , θ̂(x:s) = x:θS(s)
• ∀f ∈ Dom(θF ), θ̂(f(t1, . . . , tn):s) = θF (f)(θ̂(t1), . . . , θ̂(tn))



Definition 10. Given two signaturesΣ1 = (S1,F1,P1) andΣ2 = (S2,F2,P2),
an environment transformation Θ is a tuple (θ, δ,R) where:

• θ is a signature morphism from Σ1 to Σ2;

• δ is a set of pairs 〈condition, conclusion〉 with condition a Σ1-formula

and conclusion a conjunction ofΣ2-atoms such that x:s ∈ FVar(condition)
iff θ(x:s) ∈ FVar(conclusion); thus, variables ofFVar(conclusion) (resp.

FVar(conclusion)) are sorted by Dom(θS) (resp. Im(θS));
• R is a set of safe and stratified logical rules over Σ2.

Applying Θ on an environment η over Σ1 produces an environment Θ(η) over

Σ2 defined as follows:

• |Θ(η) | = {c:θ(s) | c:s ∈ | η | ∧ s ∈ Dom(θ)};
• EΘ(η) contains an equality θ(f(t1, · · · , tn)) = θ(t) for each f(t1, · · · , tn) =
t in Eη whose image by θ is defined;

• BΘ(η) contains all the Σ2-atoms p(µ(t1), . . . , µ(tm))↓Θ(η) for which there

exists a pair 〈condition, conclusion〉 ∈ δ where p(t1, · · · , tn) occurs in

conclusion, and a mapping µ from Var(condition) to | η | such that JηK |=
µ(condition);

• RΘ(η) = R.

We say that η is transformed by Θ into Θ(η).

Any environment transformation Θ = (θ, δ,R) from Σ1 to Σ2 induces a

total mapping η 7→ Θ(η) from Σ1-environments into Σ2-environments; this op-

erational view justifies to call Θ a transformation operator. We can use this

notion of environment transformation to check a security property expressed as

a Σ2-formula ψ over reachable environments of a secured system ℘ over Σ1.

Indeed, this amounts to check that for every reachable environment η of ℘, we

have JΘ(η)K |= ψ, which is decidable for any ψ, as a consequence of Proposi-

tion 1 and the computability of Θ(η) for any η.

Example 6. We consider now environment transformations that can be used to

deal with information flow properties of access control policies. We introduce

the “generic” signatureΣFLOW = ({Actor, Information},FFLOW ,PFLOW )
where PFLOW is:






Get : Actor, Information; MoveTo : Information, Information;
Put : Actor, Information; Trustworthy : Actor, Information;
Eligible : Actor, Information; Gflow : Information, Information







and where FFLOW is an arbitrary set of function symbols. Get(a, i) means that

the actor a knows the information i, Put(a, i) means that the actor a modifies

the information i (by using the information it knows), MoveTo(i1, i2) means

that the information i2 is enriched with information i1, Eligible(a, i) means that

the actor a is granted to know the information i, Trustworthy(a, i) means that

the actor a is granted to modify the information i and Gflow(i1, i2) means that



the information i1 is authorized to flow into i2. The predicates Get , Put and

MoveTo are useful for describing existing flows while the predicates Eligible,

Trustworthy , and Gflow are used to specify flow policies (respectively a confi-

dentiality policy, an integrity policy and a confinment policy). Now, it is possi-

ble to define, in a generic way, confidentiality, integrity and confinment security

properties as follows:

Confidentiality ψconf ∀a, i.Get(a, i)⇒ Eligible(a, i)
Integrity ψint ∀a, i.Put(a, i)⇒ Trustworthy(a, i)
Confinment ψinfo ∀i, i

′.MoveTo(i, i′)⇒ Gflow(i, i′)

Let us consider the environment transformation defined from the signature ΣSys

of Example 1 and the signature ΣFLOW and consisting of the partial function

θS : SSys → SFLOW such that Dom(θS) = {S,O} with θS(S) = Actor and

θS(O) = Information together with the identity function θF , the following

logical rules over ΣFLOW

RFLOW =























MoveTo(i, i)←
MoveTo(i, i′)← Get(a, i) ∧ Put(a, i′)

Get(a, i)← MoveTo(i, i′) ∧Get(a, i′)
Put(a, i′)← MoveTo(i, i′) ∧ Put(a, i)

MoveTo(i, i′′)← MoveTo(i, i′) ∧MoveTo(i′, i′′)
and δ defined by

m(x, y, read) ∧ ∀x′.¬m(x′, y, erase)

Get(x, y)

fo(y) � fs(x)

Eligible(x, y)

m(x, y, write) ∧ ∀x′.¬m(x′, y, erase)

Put(x, y)

fo(y) � fo(y
′)

Gflow(y, y′)

The rules introducing Get and Put allow the translation of the accesses ex-

pressed in the source environment using the predicate m into accesses expressed

in the target environment using the predicates Get and Put . The rules introduc-

ing Eligible and Gflow can be viewed as the definition of the flow interpretation

of a (security level-based) access control policy.

Note that this transformation allows to handle transitive information flows

generated by accesses performed simultaneously in a given environment but does

not take into account the past (accesses) of the system. Indirect flows can be

nevertheless dealt with, by adding a new predicate which keeps track, in the

source environments, of the origins of the information contained into each object

of the system (for example, see [14, 19] for an intrusion detection based approach

dealing with indirect information flows).

The above environment transformation provides the means for checking that

our policy ensures confinment. This can be done by checking that each reachable

environment η of the secured system ℘ is such that JΘ(η)K |= ψinfo. However,

the existence of sudoers may generate reachable environments that do not satisfy



the confidentiality property w.r.t. Θ, i.e. it is possible to obtain a reachable envi-

ronment in ℘ which is transformed into an environment which does not satisfy

ψconf . This is for example the case for the environment obtained by consider-

ing the initial environment introduced in Example 2 and a transition labelled by

the event ask(Charlie, PwdFile, read). Indeed, since Charlie is a sudoer,

the policy defined in Example 5 allows Charlie to have a read access over

PwdFile even if its security level is not greater than Secret and hence, we have

Get(Charlie, PwdFile). However, the meaning of Eligible specified by δ does

not take into account sudoers and we have thus ¬Eligible(Charlie, PwdFile).

Of course, when adding the rule
sudo(s)

Eligible(s, o)
to δ and give thus a different

semantics to the confidentiality property, one can check that any reachable envi-

ronment η of the system ℘ is such that JΘ(η)K |= ψinfo ∧ ψconf . Note also that

if we add the possibility for a user to assign its security level to another user (as

illustrated on page 8) then the security level of a user can decrease and thus, only

the property ψinfo is preserved. By constraining the delegation mechanism with

the following policy rules:






delegate(s, s′)
fs(s′)�fs(s)
−−−−−−−→ permit

delegate(s, s′)
¬(fs(s′)�fs(s))
−−−−−−−−−→ deny







to ensure that security levels of subjects can only increase, the property ψconf

can be preserved.

The transformation approach can be also useful when one wants to enforce

policies by directly using the desired security properties to constrain the tran-

sitions of a security system. Indeed, suppose we want to constrain a security

system S = (ηinit, δ) over a signature Σ1 in order to ensure a security prop-

erty expressed as a formula ϕ over a different signature Σ2. The correspond-

ing secured system can be obtained by using an environment transformation

Θ = (θ, δΘ,R2) from Σ1 to Σ2 and by considering the transition relation→δϕ

such that η
evt
−→δϕ

η′ iff η
evt
−→δ η

′ ∧ JΘ(η′)K |= ϕ. Of course, such an approach

leads to a system whose reachable states satisfy ϕ iff JΘ(ηinit)K |= ϕ. The notion

of environment transformation makes thus possible the application of a security

policy expressed as a (required) property to several systems.

5 Related work

Among a rich literature on security policies (see for instance [11] for policy spec-

ification languages, and [18] for the rule-based and property-based approaches

to define policies), our approach is in the line of logic-based languages providing

a well-understood formalism, which is amenable to analysis and verification.



Our formalism borrows inspiration from various sources. Horn clause logic

has been used extensively for RBAC models [22]. Since negation and recursion

are often needed, the concept of stratified theories has been used for instance in

the authorization specification language ASL [17] for access control. Integrity

rules specify application dependent conditions that limit the range of acceptable

policies. Stratified logic for RBAC policies is also developed in [3]. In our work,

we use similar concepts but do not restrict to RBAC models.

Constraint logic programming for designing RBAC and temporal RBAC

policies is considered in [4]. Their constraints are conjunctions of equational

constraints over sets of constants, and arithmetic constraints over non-negative

integers. While keeping a declarative approach, CLP adds the expressive power

and efficiency of constraint solving and database querying. A security admin-

istrator has then analysis capability thanks to the computation of sets of con-

straints as answers. Formalisation of security analysis in an abstract setting is

done in [21] and exemplified for RBAC. In comparison, we allow a different

class of constraints that we keep decidable by restricting to safe theories, and

we use constraints in a rewriting context. Note that it is also possible to apply

constraint narrowing to get analysis power as in [20].

Whereas most existing works on reasoning about security policies model the

environment only lightly, if at all, there are some exceptions. One of the closest

works is [12] who represents the behavior of access control policies in a dy-

namic environment. Policies are written in Datalog and can refer to facts in the

authorization state. Events, such as access requests, can change the authorization

state, and the changes are specified as a state machine whose transition labels are

guarded by the policy. Security properties can then be analyzed by model check-

ing formulas in first-order temporal logic. In [5], the authors introduce a logic for

specifying policies where access requests can have effects on the authorization

state. The effects are explicitly specified in the language, an extension of Data-

log backed on transaction logic. They also propose a proof system for reasoning

about sequences of user actions. In comparison, thanks to constraint rewriting,

we provide a more expressive formalism, while keeping it operational and de-

cidable. The full expressive power of constraint rewriting is explored in [8].

Comparing the expressive power of access control models is a fundamental

problem in computer security, already addressed in several works. In [7], differ-

ent access control models are represented in C-Datalog (an object-oriented ex-

tension of Datalog) and compared using results from logic programming. In [23],

the authors express access control systems as state transitions systems as we do

and introduce security-preserving mappings, called reductions, to compare secu-

rity analysis based on accessibility relations in two different models. In [9, 15],

the comparison mechanism is based on a notion of simulation. Thanks to the no-



tion of environment transformation, we address this problem with an operational

transition rules based approach.

6 Conclusion and future work

We proposed a framework which provides a common formalism for defining

security signatures, environments, systems, and policy rules. We have shown

that secured systems specified in this formalism have an operational semantics

based on transition and rewriting systems and are thus executable.

Such a formalism can be viewed as the definition of a mechanism allowing

to constrain the executions of a transition system by applying a policy. As shown

by our examples, this can be useful in the context of security, but such a mecha-

nism can also be considered when supervising a system for other purposes. Our

framework also allows the definition of transformations of security signatures

and environments and consequently, of secured systems. We defined a transfor-

mation operator and showed how it can be used to check security properties

over the reachable environments of a secured system. This approach based on a

transformation operator allows us to check some properties over a system even

if these properties are expressed on a different signature (and/or specification).

Our framework facilitates thus the reusability since the same specification of a

security property can be used to check several policies and systems. It encour-

ages also the specification of generic security properties dedicated to particular

domains like, for example, information flows, and that can be used in different

contexts. The operational nature of our formalism should lead to relatively direct

implementations using rewrite based tools like Maude [10] for example. The

rule engine of Maude can than be used to simulate secured systems and their

transformations and the integrated model-checker could be used to verify the

corresponding properties.

As future work, we aim to focus on the extension of the proposed transfor-

mation in order to define policies and systems in a completely independent way

and to provide thus an enhanced modularity in formal developments. We also

want to study how the transformation operators could be used for comparing and

composing security policies and systems. Indeed, the comparison between two

policies expressed as policy rulesℜ1 andℜ2, respectively based on the signatures

Σ1 and Σ2, is often based on an embedding of Σ1-formulas into Σ2-formulas.

Such an approach can also be considered for systems, using transformations be-

tween environments to define a comparison mechanism. Similarly, for compo-

sition, transformation operators could be used to translate policies and systems

into policies and systems sharing the same security signature and specification,

thus easing the definition of a composition relation.
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